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BACKGROUND
Echocardiography is the test of choice to assess cardiac
systolic and diastolic function to diagnose and manage
heart failure (HF). However, manual interpretation of the
echocardiogram can be time-consuming and subject to
human error.
OBJECTIVES
This study aimed to prospectively assess the
interchangeability of deep learning algorithms with expert
human measurements for interpreting echocardiographic
studies, the primary method for assessing cardiac structure
and function.

METHODS
We compared a deep learning interpretation of 23
echocardiographic parameters—including cardiac volumes,
ejection fraction, and Doppler measurements—with three
repeated measurements by core lab human experts in a
prospective study for submission to the United States Food
and Drug Administration (FDA). The primary outcome metric
was the individual equivalence coefficient (IEC), which
compares the disagreement between deep learning and
human readers relative to the disagreement among human
readers. The pre-determined non-inferiority criterion was
0.25 for the upper bound of the 95% confidence interval
(CI). Secondary outcomes included measures of
agreement, including the mean absolute deviation.

RESULTS
• We included 602 anonymized echocardiographic studies
from 600 patients (421 with heart failure, 179 controls,
69% women) with a mean age of 57 ± 16 years.
• The point estimates of IEC were all <0, indicating that
the disagreement between the deep learning and human
measures were lower than the disagreement among three
core lab readers, and the upper bound of the 95% CI of
IECs fell below the prespecified success criterion of 0.25.
• Figure 1 shows the relative absolute difference among
humans (dark blue) and between automated
measurements and humans (light blue) for key
measurements
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Table 1: Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD) and interclass correlation coefficient (ICC) among
human readers and among human + automated measurements for key measurements.

• Table 1 shows that the mean absolute deviation
decreased when automated measurements were added
to the measurements by three human readers.
• The interclass correlation between automated and the
average human measurements ranged from 0.61 for
IVSD to 0.97 for mitral valve A.

Figure 1: Relative absolute difference among humans (dark blue) and between automated
measurements and humans (light blue) for LVEF, LAESV, E/e’ mean and e’ lateral
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CONCLUSIONS
This prospective validation study demonstrated excellent
agreement between deep learning and expert human
interpretation for a wide range of echocardiographic
measurements. These results highlight the potential of deep
learning algorithms to improve efficiency and reduce costs
of echocardiography.

